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ABSTRACT 

Main problem of community empowerment in Small and Medium Entrepreneurship are the lack of an 
entrepreneurial ecosystem that helps SME’s adopting technology from larger businesses (R&D transfer). 
Furthermore, there are various options of platform and opportunity of entrepreneurial available to be utilized, 
however who concerned on SME’s business sustainability are still low. Therefore, an innovation is essential to get 
SME’s more advanced, where the need of customers and their loyalties need to be handled wisely by improving 
service and business readiness, one of it related to avoiding product stockouts. Forming a SME’s community is an 
alternative that could be explored to maintain business sustainability. Furthermore, e-commerce is a popular 
business platform that most people access at today shopping trend and SME’s may get advantage through it, 
among other are implementing a method of share product stock. Ensuring that every product you are looking for 
is still available is essential, because it could increase customer loyalty, with the result that implementation of 
share product stock method is essential in e-commerce platform within SME’s community. An analysis based on 
the questionnaire are conducted to have public and SME’s responds on the experience of using e-commerce, 
furthermore impact of product stockout to the customer loyalty and important of product stock availability. The 
result of 98.4% participant shows positive response that they confidence to have transaction via e-commerce, 
85.3% has shows that product stock availability may maintain customer loyalty, which is it mean that the e-
commerce platform and it method of shares product stock have important role to improve SME’s business 
development. 

Keywords : Algorithm, business community, e-commerce, sme, share stock method.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Small and Medium Enterpreneurships (SME’s) taken 
the largest economic contribution into the national gross 
domestic income. SME’s play an important role in 
improving national economy with contribution 61,07% 
to GDP of Republic of Indonesia at 2020, and targeted 
increase to 62,36% at 2021 and will up further to 65% at 
2024 (Linkumkm, 2021). Increasing the number of 
SME’s entrepreneurs is one of the Government's 
strategies to create new sources of income, create new 
jobs, and reduce poverty. SME’s will play an important 
role as one of the drivers of economic growth and 
development. Furthermore, SME’s gather many peoples 
and various businesses. However, as we know that 
peoples has their dynamic counsumption not only about 
product but also experiences. Peoples at today trend will 
not stay at one store to find a product their will take 
compare and deep much consideration before decide to 
buy products, so than the store have to prepare for 
product readiness, includes to make sure product stock 
availability. However, not all e-commerce platform 
concern on it, enabling method of product stock sharing 
within SME’s community. 

  As a note that SME’s have to keep inovatif on 
serving customers to keep trustworthy. Stock availability 
is one of the important angle that have to be considered 
by the SME’s when their open the store and sell their 
product throughout online platform. Therefore, SME’s 
Innovation is much encouraged, which is government 
wish for targeted 65% contribution of GDP rised from 
SME’s at 2024 (Humas Kementerian Koperasi & UKM, 
2021). Furthermore, SME’s have to adapt onto the 
customer shop characteristic change, especially on their 
habit on e-commerce transactions which is could be 
explored by SME’s as reference of today shopping trend. 
Especially in the Covid-19 pandemic as today where the 
number of unemployed individuals and job losses is 
increase rapidly where the unemployed reaches 2.67 
million or increase of 1.84% in 2020 compared to the 
number of unemployed in august at previous year where 
the total number of unemployed recorded was 9.77 
million peoples (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2020; Jayani & 
Ridhoi, 2020; Sandi, 2020).  

This study is discussed the implementation of product 
stock sharing method within SME’s community 
development applied in e-commerce to keep product 
stock availability, which means that the shops could keep 
ready for the continuous service. User experience in shop 
and using e-commerce platform will be evaluated. 
Furthermore, a confirmatory investigation has also 
conducted to confirm customer thought when they facing 
product stockout in a destinated shop. Proof on the 

important of product stock sharing is confirmed also 
based on feedback on the survey that all gathered via an 
online questionnaire. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 E-Commerce impact to reduce unemployment 

From year to year the number of unemployed in 
Indonesia has increase contiously, especially since the 
Covid-19 pandemic in 2019 and peaking in 2020 
unemployment increased sharply, contributing to 1.84% 
or more than 2.67 million unemployment peoples in 
August 2020 (Sandi, 2020). Unemployment in 2020 has 
reached 9.77 million people (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2020; 
Jayani & Ridhoi, 2020) and it go higher due to pandemic 
covide-19 that not yet ended and this is a problem that 
needs serious attention. 

Refer to the finding of the study related to the impact 
of the e-commerce implementation to employment rate 
in european union as it has describes by (Gherghina et al., 
2021) which from et least 1% sales will increase 0.2 – 
0.35 percent of employment rate. E-Commerce 
customers in Indonesia has been increased during the 
Covid-19 pandemic even for some platform the number 
of visitor is reaches more than 90 million visitor 
permonth, and it because the public believe that e-
commerce is an online market place that providing more 
comfortable and flexible to them in doing shopping 
activities (Dianda & Pandin, 2021). It shows that e-
commerce believed can grow furher and SME’s should 
be involve in taking advantage of today e-commerce 
development. 

2.2 Potential of SME’s and e-commerce in 
Indonesia  

SME’s has their own scope and capacity even though 
sometimes peoples underestimate to them. Although it 
looks small in reality, SME’s have a very large number 
of  economic potention. As the fact, SME’s have 
potential which is able to make a significant contribution 
to the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as much 
as  IDR 8,400 trillion or around 60% of GDP in 2018, 
which national total GDP was IDR 14,000 trillion 
(Nurdin and T, 2019). 

Therefore, refer to the results of Susila's analysis 
(Susila, 2013), explained that SME’s have an important 
role in national economic development, because of their 
relatively high in level of labor absorption even with 
relatively small investment capital requirements SME’s 
are able to answer the problem of unemployability. 
Futhermore, let be focus on how to maximize potential 
of existing resources, related to this current study could 
be mean also to improve the digitial tool that used to 
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support business. Related to those analysis point was 
utilizing e-commerce as a selling media platform is a 
solution which is the number of user was 158.6 million 
and even predicted to continue increased to 221 million 
user in Indonesia at 2025 (Rotar, 2021). 

Update with today Covid-19 pandemic that hit 
globally since 2019 has also attacked the economic in 
various sectors, including those affected by SME’s 
(Susilawati et al., 2020). Furthemore, disruption of 
production, transportation, and distribution chains makes 
it difficult for the economy, operations and management 
to move in the regulated restriction due to Covid-19 
spread prevention (Kumar et al., 2020). Therefore, all 
issues related to the development SME’s business and 
growth more challenged due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
and the innovation in thinking and move to the online or 
digital solution is offered. 

E-Commerce is has been proven survive from the 
crisis during the Covid-19 pandemic, and a smart way 
for SME’s to transform their selling method from Offline 
to Online by utilizing e-commerce (Nurlinda & Sinuraya, 
2020). However, what the advantage of e-commerce that 
SME’s should know? Refer of the results research by 
(Taher, 2021) that e-commerce just as like as a 
conventional market and transaction which provide 
enjoyable and benefits to the customers and merchants 
however it more flexible because the trasaction is not 
limited to the time and space. Furthermore, e-commerce 
is one of  main criteria of Information technology and 
communication revolution in the field of economy, 
which has fundamntally change the current of human life 
(Nanehkaran, 2013). The experts already expect for the 
future development of e-commerce since it famously 
known about 90’s, and the features of e-commerce 
development go advances and continues to facilitates buy 
and sell transactions, integration with e-payments, 
building a customer marketplace experience (Zwass, 
2015) and now more flexible with multi product selling 
in a catalogue, easier product management, easier 
customer management, and as in this research topic 
concerned on implemenation of SME’s community 
development and product stock sharing method are 
concerned as such improvement. 

2.3 Product Stock Unavailability and it 
Consequencies 

Product stock is a collection of products that are 
available in store and ready to be bought (Law Insider 
Inc, 2021). In e-commerce product stock availability is 
important to shows that the store are ready to serve 
customer in a transaction. Product stock is refer to 
availability of the product in a store or in a shop that 
could be formulated with physical stock – reserved stock 
= available stock (Bruere, 2017).  As most definition 
product stock is refer to availability of the product in a 
store, so when it finished or stockout so than the 
transaction couldn’t be made.  

Furthermore, stockouts may give our costomer in a 
“Worst Nightmare”, and it may lead to lost sales, more 
after it may resulted to reduced customer satisfaction, 

disappointment and lowering customers loyalty level 
(Nicasio, 2021). However, product stockout actually 
could be acceptable by the customers when the products 
is categories as high equity product, so than it not effect 
the customer preferences, other wise customer will see it 
as a possitive value which product is in high demand 
because of some reasons (Ding et al., 2015) e.g because 
of good quality, good prices, and high customer demand. 
Therefore, SME’s or retailer in an e-commerce has 
always have constraint with some of important features, 
one of it was the matter of stock, which one of the 
frequent shared info related to the products and most 
promotional concern was on stock availability (Shaw, 
2000) . 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study are focused in discussing the important of 
product stock sharing method and SME’s community 
development in an e-commerce platform. The objective 
of the study was maintain product availability so than the 
store will stay ready in service. Furthermore, to achieve 
the objective of the study, a qualitative analysis is 
conducted based on the questionaire which evaluating 
the expereince of users in utilizing ecommerce, 
furthermore confirmatory of their perception when the 
product is stockout or unavailable in a store they search 
at.   

The target participant of the questionnaire are public 
in mature age level and SME’s community member 
where expectedly has experience either in buy or sell 
transaction in e-commerce. Sixty one (61) participants 
already join the survey and the data has collected as 
sample. 

To shows detail methodology of the study, Fig. 1 is 
shows the detail phases of the research. 

 
 

 
Fig 1. Research methodology. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

Product stock sharing method is a proposed model 
that can be implemented in an e-commerce platform, 

Literature Review 

Questionnaire 

User Experiences Confirmatory 
Investigation 

Qualitative analysis 
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however it should be apply within a SME’s community. 
Therefore, a design of product stock sharing are created 
to be implemented in E-Commerce to used within a 
SME’s community as a retailer of the shop owners. 

A use case diagram in Fig. 2 designed using visual 
design online free edition (Visual Pradigm Online, 2022) 
show who may interact with the method in the purpose 
of utilizing product stock sharing. 

 

Fig 2. Use case diagram of product stock sharing system. 

 The implementation procedure of the product stock 
sharing system in an e-commerce platform may consist 
of two benefits, first the shop owners will stand as a 
community member to get more stocks of same products, 
and second the service will keep ready due to continuous 
product availability supported by community. The Fig. 3 
shows an activity diagram of the system of product stock 
sharing.  

 
Fig 3. Activity diagram of implementing product stock 

sharing during input new product into e-
commerce product catalog. 

5. DISCUSSIONS 

Product stock availability is one of the important 
method that may effect customer satisfaction during their 
visiting and shopping in an e-commerce platform. 
Product stockout may degradated the shop readiness and 
customer loyalty. Therefore, developing SME’s 
community in an e-commerce to allow product stock 
sharing could alternatively applied as a method to 
improve stock availability by joining stores in a 
community with simmilar products. 

Within this study a survey has been conducted to 
evaluate the experience of the public includes the SME’s 
with total 61 respondents has contributes. The survey has 
completed through an online questionnaire based google 
form and respondents has completes it online. 
Furthermore, the survey questions made in Indonesian 
language, age level of the respondent was in maturity 
level of age. Goal of the survey was first gathering 
feedback of public experience in using e-commerce, 
second is confirmatory of their thought when facing 
product stockout in a destinated shop.      

The Fig. 4 and 5 are shown the ages in detail and the 
ages in range of the participant who contributes in the 
survey. Furthermore, Fig. 6 are shows the respondent 
feedback related to their ecommerce transaction 
experience and on the important of E-Commerce in 
today business supports platform. 

 
Fig 4. The detail age of the participants. 

According to the Fig. 4 and 5, it shows participants 
who has been contribute in the survey was come from 
various classification of ages start from 20 years old until 
70 years old, classified as mature from the youth age 
until alderly age classifications which their already have 
capability to criticize and made personal decision. 

 
Fig 5. Range age of the participants. 

The Fig. 4 shows the range of age that contribute in 
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the survey, and according to (Amin & Juniati, 2017) at 
their journal classified the range of age as child (5-11), 
juvenile (12-25), mature (26-45), elderly (46-65). 
However in some other study as classified by 
(Dyussenbayev, 2017) the elderly was classified for the 
age in average between (60-75) and (44-60) was 
classified as middle age. 
 Refer to the Fig. 5 shows that the domination of 60.7% 
are in mature ages level and than middle age level at the 
2nd with 27.9% are states that the study have very 
credible data which collected from very representative 
age classification and hopefully the people at  those 
classification very much capable to make their own 
decision properly. 

 
Fig 6. Respondents experience in shopping via e-

commerce platform. 

 The Fig. 6 shows that the respondents involves in the 
survey entirely 100% have experience in shopping via e-
commerce platform. Furthermore, refer to Fig. 6 and 7 it 
shows that each respodent have their own preference 
what they feel and thought when shopping via e-
commerce platform. The result shows original respond as 
in Fig. 7 the result of their shopping experience in e-
commerce compared to physical or conventional 
shopping shows that easier, fun, more save is come as 
the reason. Specied by the result of the Fig. 8 shows that 
easier is most reason with 50 of 61 respondents or 83.3% 
is thought it. As informations that this question was 
multiple checkboxes answer, mean each respondent are 
allowed to select more than one shopping preference 
accordingly. 

 
Fig 7. Respondents shopping experience compared to 

conventional shopping. 

 
Fig 8. The number of respondent shopping preferences. 

 As further the confirmatory investigation also 
conducted to know that the respondents are SME’s 
(business owner) or public, it necessaary to evaluate the 
preferences of who using e-commerce platform as it is 
shown in Fig. 9. The 31.1% respondent was SME’s and 
68.9% was public who mostly experienced as the buyer 
in an e-commerce platform.	

 
Fig 9. The participation of SME’s and Public in the 

survey.	
Refer to Fig. 4 to 9 it confidently shows that e-

commerce platform is already fit the target ages level, 
have expereince in shopping and using e-commerce, and 
participated by both SME’s and public as it has targeted. 

Fig. 10 and 11 below shows confirmatory 
investigation result related to customer experience and 
thought when facing product unavailability or product 
stockout in a destinated shop. 
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Fig 10. The respondent feedback when facing product 
unavailability (product stockout). 

 According to the Fig. 10 it shows that product 
unavailability or product stockouts may impact to the 
customer disappoinment (16.1%) and most customer will 
alternatively consider to find product from other store 
(52.9%), and only a view will loyaly wait until product 
available at the same store (4.6%), while some 
respondents still see it as a normal condition (25.3%). 
This result confirming that product stockout will reduce 
customer loyalty as the most and only a view will loyaly 
wait for the product ready in same store, and a view also 
see it as a normal condition.	

	
Fig 11. The respondent feedback on the important of 

stock availability 

 As shown in Fig. 11 that people was thought that 
product availability is an important feature that has to be 
maintain (98.4%), it’s mean that SME’s have to find a 
way to avoid product stockout. Therefore, a support to 
the result above, the Fig. 12 shows linierity that product 
stock availability or readystock will also increase 
customer confidency to shop in a destinated shop. 

	
Fig 12. The advantage of product stock availability are 

increasing customer confidency. 

 The Fig. 12 is shows that as many as 85.3% respond 
in total of Agree (24.6%) plus Very Agree (60.7%) that 
the availability of product stocks will increase customer 
confidence to keep stay in a destinated shop, while 
(13.1%) respondent considered uncertain and only 
(1.6%) shows disagree.  

6. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION  

According to the discussion above it shows that 
product stock availability is confirmed as one of the  
important keys that has to be considered to maintain 
customer confidency and loyalty. SME’s should look this 
as the reference to find the way of product stock 
maintainability. As in the result shows that (98.4%) 

respondent agree that product stock availablity is 
important, and (85.3%) agree to very agree that 
capability to maintain product stock availability will 
increase customer confidency to stay loyal to get product 
from same destinated shop. Furthermore, it was 
reasonable because the result shows that customer will 
find another store (52.9%) and plus (16.1%) customer 
have disappointed in thought when facing product 
stockout in a destinated shop. 

The method of product stock sharing could be an 
option to keep product availability in a shop. The 
concept are that each store may share their number of 
product availability and will joined the product stock 
with the other store stock within SME’s community. The 
algorithm through a pseudocode writes  to show how 
product stock will stay available and maintain product 
availability. 

Declare: 
phisical_stock : integer 
reserved_stock : integer 
available_stock : integer 
community_stock : integer 
 
Description: 
Read (phisical_stock, reserved_stock, 

available_stock) 
Formula: 
available_stock = physical_stock – 

reserved_stock 
if (available_stock ==0) then 
 Add physical_stock 
if (physical_stock ==0) then 
 Add community_stock 
If (available_stock >0) then 
 Ready for sells 
Else  
 If (reserved_stock > physical_stock) 

then 
  Add physical_stock 
 Else 
  Add community_stock 
 Endif 
Endif 
write(available_stock) 
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